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As much as anything, our futile efforts to curb
or even tmderstand the dramatic and continuing
rise in crime have been frus1ratet! by our optimistic
and unrealistic assumptions e~bout human nature.
Considering that our society is in the grip of a
decade-old crime wave despite a decade-long period of prosperity, it is strange th"!t we should persist in the view that Wf can find and alleviate the
"causes" of crime, that serious crimins.ls can be
rehabilitated, that the police can somehow be
James Q. Wilson is Henry tea Shntt:lcll Professor
of Government ut Hnrvard. Tltis c.rticle is adapted
~rn:. . .~ J.,;,.. ;.-·.rthr-n""",;"'~ !"-... "'h_ "TJ,;,.,j.,;~,~ A hnflt CrimP_ u

made to catch more criminals faster, and that
prosecutors and judges have the wisrlom to tailor
sentences to fit the "needs'" of the individual offender.
I argue for a sober view of :nan and his institutions that would permit reasonable things to be
accomplished, foolish things abandoned, and utopian things forgotten. A sober view of man requires
a modest O.:efinition of progre:>s. A 20-per cent reduction in robbery would still leave us with the
highest robbery rate of aimost any W~stern nation
but would prevei1t about 60,000 robberies a year.
A small gain for society, a large one for the wouldbe victims. Yet a 20 per cent reduction is unlikely
1f we concentrate our efforts on dealing with the
causes of crime or even if we concentrate on improving police efficiency. But were we to devote
those resources to a strate~v that is well within

our abilities - to .incapacitating a larger fraction of the convicted serious robbers7 then not onJy
is a 20 per cent reduction possible, even larger
ones are conceivable.
Most scriow; crime is committed by repeaters.
What we do with ·first offenders is probably far
less important than what we do with h;:~bitual offenders. A genuine firs~ offender (and not merely
a habitual offender caught for the first time) is in
all likelihood a young person who, in the majority
of cases, will stop stealing when he gets ok!'.'!r. This
is not to say we should forgive first offenses. for
that would be to license the offense and e1 ode the
moral judgments that must underlie any sock'<ty's
attitude toward crime. The gravity of the offense
must be appropriately impressed on the f.rst of·
fender, but the effort to devise ways of re-cduc3tin~ or uplifting him in order (Continued on Pcgr ;-;)
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to insure that he docs not
steal again is likely to be
wasted-both because we do
not know how to re-educate or
uplift and because most young
delinquents seem to re-educate
themselves no matter what
society does.
After· tracing the hist01y of
nearly 10,000 Philadelphia
boys born in 1945, Marvin
Wolfgang and his colleagues
at the University of Pennsylvania found that more than
one-third were picked up by
the police for something more
serious than a traffic offense
but that 46 per cent of these
· delinquents had no fnrther police contact after their first
offense. Though
one-third
started on crime, nearly half
!>eemed to stop spontaneously
. -·a good thing, because otherwise the criminal justit.:e
syslem in that city, already
sorely· taxed, would in ali
- likelihood have collapsed. Out
of the I 0,000 boys, however, there were 627--only
6 per cent--,...who committed
five or ·more offen~ es before
they were 18. Yet these few
chronic offenders accounted
ior more them half of c:ll ;J;e
recorded delinqu'-'nries <Jnd
about two-thirds of all the
violent crimes committed by
the entir~ cohort.
Only a tiny fraction of all
serio us cri mes l ead~ .immedi
ately to an arrest, and only a
slightly larger fraction is ultimately "cleared" by an arrest,
but this does not mean that
the police function is meaningless. Because most serious
crime is committed by repeaters, most criminals eventually
get arrested. The Wolfgang
findings · and other studies
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ht> ve estimated the effect en
crime rates in New Y0rk State
of a judicial policy other than
than that fol lowed dun:1g d·.;::
last decade or so. Given the
~resent level ·of police efficiency and making sor.1c assuggest tltat the chances of a
persistent burglar or -robber sumptions about how many
living out his lite, or even go- crimes each offender co,nmits per year, they cor,c:udc:
ing a year, with no a>Tcst are
qu(te small. Yet a large pro- that the rate of serious
portion of repeat offenders crime would be only onesuffers little or no loss of freethird what it is today if e'l ery
dom. Whether or not one beperson convicted of a serious
lie ves that such a penaity, if offense were imprisoned for
inflicted, would act as a deterthree years. This reduction
rent, it is obvious that it would be less if it turnrd out
could &erve to incap:1citate
(as seems ;.mlikcly) that mo-;t
these offenders, and thus, for
serious crime is committed by
the period of the incapacita- first-time offenders, and it
tion, prevent them from com- would he much greater if the
mitting additional crimes.
proportion of crimes resulting
We have a limited (and de- in an arrest and convictiOn
clining) suppiy of detention were increased (as also seems
unlikely). The reduction, it
facilities, and many of those
should be noted, would be
that exist are decrepit, unsafe,
and overcrowded. But as im- solely the result of incapaciportant as expanding the sup- tation, making no allowance
ply and improving the decen- for such additional red ucrions
cy of the facilities is the need as might result from enhanced
to think seriously about how deterrence or rGhahilit.ation.
we wish to allocate those
The Shinnar estimates are
spaces that exist. At present, based on uncertain data 2.nd
that allocation is hit or miss. involve assum ptions that can
A 1966 survey of more than 15 be challenged. But even a;;juvenile correctional institu- suming they are overiy optin·tions disclosed tha t about 30 istic by .a factor of two, <l
per cent of the inmates were sizable reduction in c rime
yow~g persons who had been
would still ensue. ln ot:'1er
committed for conduct that countries such a policy of
.
. ..
'
.
;.vouid no t have been. jt.-'ig~d
gu;t1ter ~;-r!.:a. p :.1c:tcn.t:JP. :s ~
crimin~l were it committed by
fact followed. A robber aradults. They were runaways,
rested in England, for e:..; "stubborn children ," or chron- ample, is more than tr,·::e
ic tru:u ts-problem children,
times as likely as one arrested
to be sure, but scarcely major · in New York to go to p risc,r..
threats to society. Using That difference in sentenci!1g
sca rce detention space for does not account for a!l th::
them vihen in Los Angeles difference b~ twc c n E!1gh~h
more than . 90 pe r cent of , and American crime rates, b•..:<
burglars with a major prior it may wei! account for a
record receive no state prison substantial fraction of it.
sentence seems, to put it
That these gains a re posmildly, anomalous.
sible does not mean that soIn a joint study, Prof. Reucl
ciety should adopt such a
Shinnar of City Coliege of policy. One would first want
New York and his son Shlomo
to know th'! costs, in addition·
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al prison space and judi.dal
resources, of greater use of
incapacitation. One would
want to debate the propriety
and humanity of a mandatory
three-year term; perha!J:::, in
order to accommodate differences in the character of
criminals and their crimt-s,
one would want to have a
range of s2ntcnces from, say,
one to five years. One \\ ould
want to know what is iikcly
to happen to the process of
charging and pleading if every
person arrested for a serious
crime faced a mandatory minimum sentence, however mild.
These and other difficult and
important questions must first
be confronted. But ihe centt al '
fact is that ihese ore rec!sonable questions_ around which
facts can be gathered and in·
telligent arguments mustered.
To discuss them re11uires us
to make few optimistic assumption-s about the malleability of 'human nature, the
skills of officials who operate
complex institutions, or th:;
capacity of society to improve
the fundamental aspects of
familial and communal life.
Persons who criticize an
emphasis on changing the police and courts to cope with
crime are fond of saying that
such measures can11ui, Wu1 :<:
so long as une mployment and
poverty exist. \Ve must acknowledge that we have not
done very well at inducting
young persons, especialiy but
not only blacks, into the work
force. Teen-age u nemployment rates continue to exceed
20 per cent and show little
sign of abating. Nor should
we assume that declini!"!g birth
rates will soon rednce either
the youthful demand for jobs
or the supply of young criminals. The birth rates arc now
very low; it will not be until
the mid- or late-nineteeneighties that these low rates
will affect the proportion ot
the population that is entering the job-seeking and crimeprone ages of 16 through 26.
In the meantime, while anticrime policies may be hampered by the failure of employment policies, it would be
equally correct to say that so
long as the criminal-justice
system does not impede crime,
efforts to reduce unemployment will not work. If legitimate opportunities for work
are unavailable, many young
persons will turn to crime; but
if criminal opportunities are
profitable, many young persons will not take those legitimate ~obs thai exist. The
benefits of ' •ork a nd the cost5
o f rrimP n111 ·t he i r. crc· R~(,d
sim u! ta nco u:--ly ; to mc n :.1::e
on-;.~ b ut ..0' tl~C Other rr~.:lk(\S
~ens~ on~ y :i
·; r ~:. nH..::-: th("t
·· ~~ - :-~·~ re .:;r.I. :-.r:, :;-r; ti·. .: ..ti
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least of whom are the poor
timate jobs are made abso- themselves.
One cannot press this ecolutely more attractive than
stealing, steali ng will decline nomic reasoning too f:~·
even without any !ncrease in Some persons will commit
penalties for it. That may be crimes whatever the ri~.ks; in·
true provided there is no deed, for some, the greater
practical limit on the amount the risk, the greater the thrill ,
that can be paid in wages. while others-the alcoholic.
Since the average "take". wife beater, for example--are
from a burglary or mugging only dimly aware that there
is quite small, it wculd ~:eem are any risks. But more important than the insensitivity
easy to make the income from
of ce1'tain criminal offenders
a job exceed the income from
to changes in risks and ber,crime.
But this
neglects
the efits is the impropriety c.f
advantages of a criminal in- casting the crime proble:-11
come: One works at crime at· wholly in terms cf a utilone's convenience, enjoys the itarian calculus. The mos~
esteem of colleagues who serious offenses are crimes
think a " straight" job is stu- not simply because society
pid and skill at stealing is finds them inconvenient, but
commendable, looks forward because it regards then with
to the occasional "]Jig score" moral hoiTor. To steai, to
rape, to rob, to assauir-thcse
that may make further wor:-;
acts are destructive of the
unnecessary for weeks, and
very possibility of society <Jnd
relishes the risk and advenaffronts to the humanity of
ture associated with theft. The their victims. It is my experimoney value of all thes':! ence that parents do not inbenefits-that is, what one struct their children to be lawwho is not shocked by crime abiding merely by pointing to
would want in cash to forgo the risks of being caught, but
crime ·- is hard to estimate by explaining that these acts
but is a·lmost certainly far are wrong whether or not one
larger than what either public is caught. I conjecture tha t
or private employers ,could of- those parents who simply
fer to unskilled or s2miskilled warn their offspring about thC!
young workers. The only al- risks of crime produce a disternative for society is so to proportionate
number
of
increase the risks of theft that young persons w illing to take
its value is depreciated. below · thOc>f' l i~k<;; . ·
,.,i;ai sudety can alford ro p:q
Even the deteiTent capacity
in legal wages, and then take of the cr iminal-justice sy, w m
whatever steps arc necessary depends in no small part on
to insure that those legal its abiiity to evoke sentiments
wages are available.
of shame in the accused. If ali
Another rejoi nder to the it evoked v.rere a sense of
"attack poverty" approach to being unlucky, crime n :tes
crime is this: The desire to would be even hizher. James
reduce crime is the worst pos- Fitzjames Stephens, the 19thsible reasop for reducing pov- century British jurist, makes
erty. Most poor persons are the point by analogy. To what
not criminals; many are either extent, he asks, would a man
retired or have regular jobs · be deterred from theft by the
and lead conventional family knowledge th at by commitlives. The elderly, the work- ting it he was exposing himing poor, and the willing-to- self to 1 chance in 50 of
work poor could benefit catching a serious but not
greatly from economic condi- fatal illness-say, a bad
tions and government pro- fever? Rather lilttle, we would
grams that enhance their in- imagine-indeed, all of us reg:comes without there being ularly take risks as great as
the slightest reduction in or greater than that: when we
crime-indeed, if the experi- drive after drinking, when vVe
ence of lhe nineteen-sixties is smoke cigarettes, when we go
any guide, there might well hunting in the woods. The
be, through no faul t of most criminal sanction, Stephens
such beneficiaries, an in- concludes, "operates not on:y
crease in crime. Reducing pov- on the fears of criminals, but
erty and breaking up the upon the habitual sentiments
ghettos are desirable policies of those who are not crimiin their own right, \Vhat.ever nals. [A] great part of the
their effects on crime. It is the general detestation of crime
duty of government to devise . . . arises from the fact that
other measures to cope with the commission of offenses is
crime: not only to permit anti- a ssociated
. with the
poverty programs to succeed solemn <1nd deliberate inflicwithout unfair competition tion of punishment wherever
from criminal opportunities. crit11P iC! ~'"'rvvr.A tr
but also to insure that such
Much is made today of the
programs do not in'ldverte!1t- fact that the crimina! ju<:t_,c"
ly ~.hifl tl:e co s t~ rf ! rr <:"<""':
in le r m~ of idr; 1wr c ri me rnt<'S, caugh t U!J j q it, r!1::i 'h,.t> ,_ ..~.
is the argument th:J.t if legi-
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perhaps even furthers their
criminal careers by having
''labeled" them as criminals.
Whct.her the hb0lin~ process
operates in this \;ay is w. yet
unproved, but it wou:d indeed
be unfortunate if society
treated a convicted offender
!n such a way that he had no
reasonable alternative but to
make crime a career. To prcYent this, society our,ht to insure that one can "pay one's
debt" without suffering perIJ1anent loss of civil rights, the
continuing r.nd pointless indignity of parole supervision,
and frustra ;ion in being unable to find a job. But doing
these things is very different
from eliminating the "stigma"
from crime. To dcstigmo.tize
crime would be to lift from
it the weight of moral judgment and to make crime
simply a particular occupation or avocation wh"ch society has chosen to reward
less (or perhaps more!) th:tn
other pursuits. Jf there is no
~tigma attached to an activity,
then society has no business
making it a crime. Inleed, before the invention of the prison
in the late 18th and early 19th
centuries, the stigma attached
to criminals was the major
deterrent to and principal
form of protection from criminal activity. The purpose of
the crim;nill-justice system is
not to expose wouiu-ut:: .:rl:u:
nals to a lottery in which they
either win or lose, but to expose them in addition and
more importantly to the
solemn condemnation of the
conmiunity should they yield
to temptation.
Anyone fa.niliar with the
police stations, jails and
courts of some of our larger
cities is keenly aware that accused persons caught up in
the system are exposed to
very little that involves either
judgment or solemnity. They
are -instead processed through
a _b ureaucratic maze in which
·a bargain is offered and a h<l.ggle ensues at every turn-over
the amount of bail, the degree
of th0 charged offense and the
nature of the plea. Much of
what observers find objectionable about this process could .
be nlleviated by devoting
many more resources to it, so
that · ar. ample suppiy of pro·
secutors, defense attorneys
and jt;dges was available.
That we do not devote those
, additional resources in a country ob5.cssed with the crime
problem is one of the more
intere<>ting illustrations of the
maxim, familiar to all political
scientists, that one cannot prerlict nublic policy simply from
knowing popular atuw<ic.~.
Whatever the cause, it remains
n,,. <.:n!;c: lhat in New York
County (,,1.P .hatt"n) t h·'rt.
\;·ere, in ~ !Yi3, :l l J':.'~ felon/

arrests to be handle<! by only
125 prosecutors, 11 9 public
defenders and 59 CriminalCourt judges. The result was
predictable: Of lhose arrested,
only 4,130 pleaded guilty to
or were convicted on a felony
churge; 81 per cent of the
felony arrests were disposed
of by pleading guilly to a misdemeanor or by discharging
the case.
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ne wonders whether
stigma properly
{ ! • ) the
associatedwithcrime
retains much deterrent or educative value. My
str"ong inclination is to resist
explanations for rising crimE'
that are based on the alleged
moral breakdown ot' society,
the community or the family.
I resist in part because most
of the families and communities I know have not broken
down, and in part because,
had they broken down, 1 can·
not im:.gine any collective action we could take consistent
with our ci\·il libCJ ties th:.1t
would restore a moral consensus, and yet the facts are
hard to ignore. Take the family: More than one-third of all
black child1en and 1 in 14
of all white children live in
single-parent far.1ilies. r.-rore
than two million children live
in single-JJarent house'1olcls
(usually the father absent),
ainHJ~l.
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Studies done in the late
nineteen-fifties and the early
nineteen-sixties showed that
children from broken homes
were more likely than others
to become delinquent. In New
York State, 58 pet· c~nt of the
variation in pupil achievement
in 300 schools could be predicted by but three variables
-broken homes, overcrcwdcd
housing and paremal educational level. Family disorganization, writes Prof. Urie Bronfenbrenner of Cornell University, has been shown in thousands of studies to be an
"omnipresent overriding f actor" in behavior disorders and
social l>athology. And tllat. disorganization is increasing.
These facts may explain
some elements of the rising
crime r~te that cannot be attributed
the increased
~ ,.. --:! :'"""~ !'f\rc;nns.
high teen-age unemployn~cnt
or changed .iurii"ial poli i c~ .
1; .1 t. ,. :! of p (' r~ .~ r..:; : rr..- 'il'')d
J•:~s ],(•£n declining fo!· rnor(;

/

)

of

10 years ago. In 1950, 18 per
cent of black families were
headed by females; in 19G9
the proportion had risen to 27
per cent; by 1973 it exceeded
35 per cent. The ave· age in·
come for a single-parent
family with children under 6
years ot age was, in 1970,
only 5>3, l 00, well below thg
official "poverty line."
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:. ? ·
symbols and words traditionally attnbutcd to Kmg So!omon. c~rca
930 B.C., whrch were phonctocally Anglo·
crzed during the Moddle Ag~s . Occult and
-.;ecret. the pentacle was used 1n medteval
t1mes to mvoke response in love. personal
ra•or and passoon . Woth gencone antiqu<?
pat1na, to be worn as anc;ent Jewelry, or
ncld in the hand. A symbol of deep <.tree·
110n a:"'d a promise of truP love.
Woth p.ece a more dr•tallcd monograph
covenng background. legend. uses. and
source mc;,tcrial.
Specif:cations: _2" in d1ameter indi•Jidu·
ally struck m solrd bronze in accordance
with the ancoent directovc 2.5 ounces. hand
cat,nt·d to an ac(;\,;rat~ an: ,que ll'''li!;tl weHI
matchong 24ff chaon, Humdton frn1sh, Ger·
man spnng lock.
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plca~r· add 3~a $il!cs l ax 1 If you are no!
fully satrsfrcd. you may naturally return for
a prompt refund Send check. BankAmerr·
card or Master Charge numbe• to (oncludc
cxporntoo:1 ddte ar:d lntcroank Number)
tn:ernationtd Mu&cum Replicas:
l.<•ilinq Addreu: P.O. Box 1903-l'L
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,,( t\t>fKlcn ships and iron men. Talk
111 J u luhn~ lecture. You'll sec an
·' I" tiHit'\ tl1.H built our n<•tion.
:~ <'1n.11ion. ~rrnll rhe cobblestone
n Sror.: otl rhe museum grounds,
iu •u.ilm ~1frs. You will discm·er there
110 fll :tb~orb it all, so arrive early
.1 ,,t,ory meal at the Seaman's Inne
,, t1on ;\our reward for having pro1\t'\l'l ' .uio .t'> arc rccomrnended.
d.1\. Your museum admission is
't• :1., n until ,\larch twent v-seventh.
,. brochure I•> ,\ lrs. Flora F;irchild,
\i~ ,lit', Conn. o6355·
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than 15 years and lhe median
age of convicted defendants
(in jurisdiction:; for which
data are available) has b~en
declining for the last six
years. Apparently, the age at
which prrsons berin to commit serious crime has been
falling. For some youn~ people, thus, whatever forces
weaken their resistance to
criminal activity have been increasing in magnitude, and
these forces may well include
the continued disorganization
of the family and the continued dderioration of ~he social
structure of inner-city communities.
One wants to be objective,
if not optimistic. Perhaps
single-parent families today
arc less disorganized-or have
a different significance-than
such families in the past. Perhaps the relationship between
family structure and social
pathology will chan,;c. After
all, for at least a brief while,
the heroin epidemic on the
East Coast showe.J signs of
abating as law enforcement
reduced the supply of narcotic's, treatment programs took
many addicts off the streets
and pepular revulsion against
addiction mounted. Perhaps
other aspects of the relationship among family, personality
and crime will change. Perhaps. But even as this is being
writte'1, -<'T1d after th~ book
from which it is taken went
to press, there have appeared
ominous signs that the East
Coast heroin shortage may be
ending and tht: use of heroin
cnce again increasing.
No one can say how much
of crime results from its increased profitability and how
much from its decreased
shamefulness. But one or both
factors must be at work, for
population changes alone simply cannot account for the increases. Crime in our cities
hhs increased far faster than
the number of young peopiF:,
or poor people, or black people, or just plain people who
live i~ those cities. In short,
objective conditions alone,
whether demographic or economic, cannot account for the
crime increases; ideas, attitudes, values have played a
great part. though in ways
hard to define and impossible
to measure. An assessment of
the effect of these l:hanges on
crime would provide a pania!
understanding of changes in
the moral structure of our
society.
But to undcrstanJ is not to
change. If few of the demo............... t : ....
0 - ~ ..
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to crime are subject to
p!.mned
change,
vi •tunlly
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warding, froni a practical
point of view it is a mistake
to thiT1k ahout crime in term<;
of its "causes" and then to
search for ways to alleviate
those causes. VIe mvsL think
instead of what it 1s feasible
for a government or a community to do, and then try to
discover, by experiment<1tion
and observation, which of
those things will produce, at
acceptable costs, desin,blc
chan;:;es in the level of criminal victimizati 111.
here arc, we now
know/ certain things
we can change in accordance with our intentions, and certain ones we
cannot. We cannot alter the
number of juveniles who first
experimcPt V.'ith mlnor crirnes.
We cannot lower the recidivism rate, thOlY'h wi~hin reason we should keep trying.
We are not yet certain whether we can increas~ significantly the police apprehension rate. We may be abl~ to
change the teen-age unemployment rate, though we
have learned by painful trial
and error that doing this is
much more difficult titan once
supposed. We can probably
reduce the tiwe it takes to
bring an arre~ted person to
trial, even though we have as
~

n

2.de

f~\Y ~~rict;!;
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to do so. We can certainly reduce tnc atbllrdry :::nd socially
irrational cxerrise of prosecutorial disrretion over whom to
charge and whom to rele:~se,
and we can most definitely
stop pretending that judg !S
know, any better than the
rest of us, how to provide
"individu ~tli;red justice." We
c;~n confine a larger propor·
tion of the serious offenders
and repeaters and fewer of the
common drunks · and tn,ant
children. \>/e know that confining criminals prevents them
from harming wciety, and we
have grounds for suspeding
that some would-be criminal>
can be deterred by the confinement of others.
Above all, we can try to
learn more about what works,
and in the process abandon
our ideological preconceptions
about what ought to work.
Nearly 10 years ago J wrote
that the billior.s of doliars the
Federal Government v.ras then
preparing to spend on crime
control would be wasted and
indeed might even m:~ke matters worse if they were merely pumped into the existing
criminal-justice system. They
were, and they have. In the
next l 0 years I hope we can
a t,;Q.i
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ernment - for goven;men~s
are run by men and women
who arc under irrc~ is~ibl..:
pressures to pretend they
know more than th<·y do-·
but tc my collengues: :11 ademics, theoreticians, writers.
advisers. We may fC'~I our··
selves under pressur~ to pre·
tend we kuow things, but we
are also under a positive obligation to admit what we do
not know and to avoid cant
and sloganizing. The GoYernment agency, the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, that has futilely
spent those billions was created in consequence of an act
passed by Congress on. the
advice of a Presidential commission staffed by acr:dcmics,
myself includerl .
It is easy and popular to
criticize yesterday's empty
hopes and mistaken beliefs,
especially if they seemed supportive of law enforcement. lt
is ha rder, and certainly most
UI' popular, to criticize today·s
pieties and pretensions, especially if they arc uttered in
the name of progn'ss and
humanity. But if we wer~
wrong in thinkin~ trat. more
money spent on the police
would bring down crime rates.
we are equally wro:1g in sup·
posing that closing our prL.;-

l C!Lflt!f

than simply spend, to test our
theori· :-; ra J,er than fvnd our
it' '."J, : ,·r L, , "lvk.•..:, not ~;!n~
pty cr f Vf\r, pri!tl3r!~y to f-OV·

supporting "community-based"
programs Wiii do any LWttcr.
Indeed, there is some evidenc<:
that these steps will make
matters worse, and we ignore
it at our peril.
Since the days of the crime
commission we have learned
a great deal, more than v;e
are prepared to [!dmit. P'-'r·
haps we fear to admit it because of a new-found nodes ty
about the foundations of our
knowledge, but perhap;; also
because the implications of
that knowledge fUEgest an unflattering view of Jr.ail. Intel·
lectuals, although tr.ey often
dislike the common person as
an individual, do not wish to
be caught saying uncomplimentary things about humankind. Nevertheless, some persons will shun crime even if
we do nothing to deter them.
while others will se<!k it out
even if we do everythir.g to
reform them. Wicked people
exist. Nothing avails except to
set them apart from innocent
people. And many people,
neither wicked nor innccent,
but watchful, dissembling a .1d
calculating of their opportunities, ponder our readion to
wickedness as a cur~ to what
they might profitalJ!y do. We
nave rrn1ea w1tn tne wtcked ,
made sport of the inl'occnt
and encr.tJra .~e d th,~ c;.lr<Jlnt
or~. Ju5;ti<~e !;U!ter.:;, atn-' sc
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

March 29, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR:

ROBERT GOLDWIN

FROM:

JERRY

H.~

Your note to Don Rumsfeld of March 27th and the Wilson article on
crime have been returned in the President's outbox with the following
notation:
Most interesting and helpful.

cc: Don Rumsfeld
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